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Charlie Norbury was an amateur
photographer who was born, lived and
worked at Alexandra. His photographs now
make up an important part of Alexandra's
history.

Charlie Norbury
1 October 1907
12 January 2000
Local pioneer and keen
amateur photographer

Francis Charles (Charlie) Norbury was born at
the Alexandra Cottage Hospital 1 October 1907,
to parents Walter James Norbury and Emma
Stanford Collis.
Charlie's father Walter was a native of Alexandra
who died 1941 aged 72 and his grandfather
Joshua Norbury had run the Bell Vue Gardens
and Pleasure Resort in Manchester and was also
responsible for establishing the Belle Vue Hotel
in 1868, just north of Alexandra.
Charlie also lived in Alexandra all of his life,
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Charlie Norbury possibly
the Morning Star mine,
which his family had
interests in

passing through the local school
system. Charlie married Alleyna
Mary (Polly) Roberts 1940 at East
Malvern. They had six children
(Deidre, Robert, John, Jeffrey,
Elizabeth (Beth) and Wesley). All
the children were born at Alexandra
and all passed through the
Alexandra State Schooling system.
Charlie worked in numerous jobs
including managing the Alexandra
Golf Club, managing the Alexandra
Pool and working for Grant Street
General Merchant A.E. Howell as a
store-person. He also worked as a
grave digger for A.E. Howell and
did paid gardening jobs (pruning
roses) around town. After A.E.
Howell was sold, he worked for
other local supermarkets, including
doing home deliveries.

He worked in the construction
industry and helped build the
second Alexandra Water Pumping Station, where his foot was severely cut in an axe
accident.
Charlie acted as an agent for 'George Ferries, Monumental and building Masons' of
Castlemaine during the late 1940s and early 1950s, and like his father before him, had a
strong interesting in gold mining (his father having been a member of the group who held
the 'Morning Star' claim at Alexandra).
The image on the left shows Charlie exiting a mine shaft which is likely a local mine shaft
and may have been a shaft associated with the Morning Star mine. Charlie's son John
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remembers a mine being
referenced as the 'Norbury
Mine', though it is unclear is
this was the Morning Star, or if
Charlie held another local
mining lease.
Charlie loved sport and was
especially fond of cycling, in
which he would often win
events. He also loved
cricket. He was also extremely
caring, always helping out
anyone that he had the capacity
too, regularly donated fruit and
vegetables to the Alexandra
Hospital.
Charlie was an extremely good
agriculturalist, having the
l a rg e s t f l o w e r g a r d e n ,
vegetable garden and fruit
orchid in Alexandra for some
time. At his garden's peak he
dedicated over an acre of land
to his enterprise. He sold General Merchant A.E.
produce locally and was well Howell in the 1930s,
where Charlie worked.
known for giving produce to Courtesy Lawrence Hood.
those in need. Being a
dedicated member and elder of the Methodist Church (and later the Uniting Church), he
would hand out chrysanthemums to the ladies at church on Mothers Day.
Charlie was also an amateur photographer and produced hundreds of works taken in and
around Alexandra during the early to mid 1900s. Some of these photographs survive
today in print and negative formats. His collection came to Artworkz attention in 2012
thanks to Ted and Val Hall, who introduced us to Charlie's son John Norbury and his
wife Maureen. As a result of this connection, Charlie's works are now being released
back into the community and have helped shed new light into early life in and around
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the township of Alexandra. While Charlie was never
a professional photographer, many of his works
have outlasted works from other photographers,
who were likely more qualified, and the standard of
his work is considered to be very high.
Charlie would develop most of his photographs
himself in his makeshift dark room (the family
bathroom). His son John remembers being excluded
from using the bathroom when his father was at
work developing his prints. During these early years
of photography, bathrooms across Australia were
used as makeshift darkrooms for amateur
photographers who could not afford to outsource
development, or loved being involved in the entire
photographic processes and having full creative
control.
Charlie at the 1948 opening of the
Alexandra Park cricket pavilion

Charlie died 12 January 2000 and was buried at the
Alexandra Cemetery. He is fondly remembered as a
lovely decent man who would help out anyone he
could. Thanks to his remaining photographic collection, he is also remembered as one of
the defining photographers of the Alexandra district.
Photographer Lin Cumming
Courtesy Sandra Cumming and
State Library Victoria 2016

His son John, who still lives in Alexandra, had an early interest in photography, owning
an early box camera, however it was not until after his retirement that his interest in
photography blossomed. He quickly becoming one of the district's most published
photographers (through the Artworkz photographic publications and the local eSplash
Tourism, Arts and Heritage magazine). With advances in photography, John's workflow
does not require long periods in the family bathroom, just his Nikon camera and his iPad
- the modern day photographers darkroom and photo album.
In 2016 this factsheet was commenced with the express purpose of highlighting
Charlie's exploits as a photographer, though also explore his life and uncover his
passions and loves. It is clear from our research that Charlie was a well liked man who
was much loved by the community he was a part of. We thank John and Maureen
Norbury for their help in making this factsheet possible.
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1 October 1907

Francis Charles (Charlie) Norbury was born to parents
Walter James Norbury and Emma Stanford Collis at
Alexandra.

1940

Charlie married Alleyna Mary (Polly) Roberts (b1915
Cheltham, d1985 Alexandra).

9 May 1941

Death of Walter James Norbury, Charlie's father. Walter's
father had owned the Belle Vue Hotel outside of Alexandra
and his father had owned the Belle Vue Gardens and
Pleasure Resort near Manchester. He had strong mining
interests. Funeral arrangements were carried out by A.E.
Howell.

1948

Charlie was at the opening of the Alexandra Park cricket
pavilion and present in one of the Lin Cumming group
photographs.

1985

Charlie's wife Alleyna died at Alexandra and was buried at
the Alexandra cemetery.

12 January 2000

Charlie died at Alexandra and was buried at the Alexandra
Cemetery.

From 2013

John Norbury, Charlie's son, became one of Alexandra's most
published photographers.

22 May 2016

Artworkz commenced work on this factsheet.

30 August 2016

The photographic exploits of Charlie Norbury were spoken
about at length at the Artworkz HistoryCafe and for the first
time he was recognised as being one of the more significant
photographers in early Alexandra.
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Charlie Norbury circa 1935
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2017
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Morning Star mine circa 1900.
Walter Norbury (1869–1941) was a
member of the group who held the
'Morning Star' claim at Alexandra. His
father ran the Belle Vue Hotel.
Courtesy Tony Ballino 2019
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Morning Star mine circa 1940.
Walter Norbury (1869–1941) was a member of the
group who held the 'Morning Star' claim at
Alexandra. His father ran the Belle Vue Hotel.
Courtesy Tony Ballino 2019
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Charlie Norbury under a windless at the head of a gold mine shaft circa 1950.
It is possible that this shaft was associated with the Morning Star gold mine
at Alexandra, which the Norbury family had an interest in.
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2014
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Charlie Norbury (sitting) and an unknown male
(possibly a relative) holding a camera that is similar
but not the same as the camera now held by
John & Maureen Norbury. Charlie's surviving
camera can be viewed later in this factsheet.
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2014.
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Charlie loved agriculture and his flower, fruit orchid and vegetable garden was the largest in
Alexandra for some time. His orchid, which covered more than an acre, included pairs, apples,
cherries, apricots, peaches, nectarines and blood plums. His vegetable garden produced
zucchinis, pumpkins, potatoes, cauliflower, cabbage, carrots, beetroot, raspberries,
boysenberries, gooseberries and asparagus. The flower garden produced large quantities of
gladioli, tulips and chrysanthemums, amongst others.
As a dedicated member and elder of the Methodist and later the Uniting Church, he would give
ladies present at church on Mother's Day chrysanthemums from his garden.
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2014 - Photographer Charlie Norbury
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Rose Series Postcard images of the Alexandra Pool circa 1944 likely taken in the year
that Charlie Norbury managed the pool (1944)
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2014 - Photographer Charlie Norbury
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Rose Series Postcard images of the Alexandra Pool circa 1944 likely taken in the year
that Charlie Norbury managed the pool (1944)
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2014 - Photographer Charlie Norbury
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Charlie at the opening of the Alexandra Park cricket pavilion in 1948
Photographer Lin Cumming
Courtesy Sandra Cumming and State Library Victoria
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A relative of Charlie Norbury. While we may never know if Charlie took this photograph,
we do know that it was in his photographic collection
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2014
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Charlie Norbury
Courtesy John & Maureen Norbury 2014
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Wedding of Francis Charles Norbury
Alexandra & Yea Standard
4 October 1940
Courtesy National Library Australia
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Death of Walter James Norbury, Charlie's father
Alexandra & Yea Standard
16 May 1941 Courtesy National Library Australia
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Alexandra Cemetery Trust
Alexandra & Yea Standard
9 February 1940
Courtesy National Library Australia
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Monuments
Alexandra & Yea Standard
10 June 1949
Courtesy National Library Australia
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Advertisement: George Ferris Monumental and Building Mason - Agent Charles Norbury
Alexandra & Yea Standard
4 October 1940
Courtesy National Library Australia
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KODAK N1A (AUTOGRAPHIC) POCKET CAMERA
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Built from 1914-1916

Kodak was founded
by high school
dropout George
Eastman in America
in 1888. In 2012
they filed for
Bankruptcy
protection as the
digital age caught
them unprepared.
They emerged from
Bankruptcy in 2013
with a new business
model that saw the
end of Kodak as a
camera
manufacturer.

Charlie Norbury, father of Alexandra local John Norbury, owned this camera and
used it to take a large number of photographs during his early life. Charlie was an
accomplished photographer and his photographs show skill and framing that was
often consistent with the quality from professional photographers of his time.
The Kodak 1A camera was the larger version of the smaller Kodak Vest Pocket
Camera, though was still considered a pocket camera. The 'A' indicated it was an
Autographic model, having a sliding door on the back
that allowed inscriptions to be made on the negative,
which would show on the photograph when processed.
The Aperture range was f6.3-f45 with shutter speeds of
Bulb, 1/25th and 1/50th of a second. A 'T' mode allowed
the shutter to remain open for time exposure until the
trigger was pressed a second time. The N1A was
manufactured until 1916 when newer models in the
series were introduced with expanded features.
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Built from 1957-1963

John Norbury, son of Charlie
Norbury, owned a Brownie
Flash II as well as this Kodak
flash pack. The camera has
been lost, though the flash
pack
was
recently
photographed. His camera
was identical to the one
shown. 500,000 Brownie
Flash II cameras were made
in Melbourne, for the
Australian market (between
1958-1963). At the time
Australia had a population of
just over ten million people,
showing just how popular this
inexpensive camera was.
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